Let UFP-Edge fuel your creativity with rusticlooking barn wood, smooth nickel gap shiplap
and Shou Sugi Ban-inspired charred wood.
These shiplap and project boards bring the
modern farmhouse look home with natural
rustic colors and add a vibrant pop to your
wall, ceiling or do-it-yourself project.

Rustic Collection
The Rustic Collection combines a palette of
barn wood colors that nicely complements
modern amenities. Mix old with new or
vintage with modern to create a humble,
welcoming and polished space to showcase
your own personal style.
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Rustic Collection | Dark Brown
Available in 1x6 & 1x8* Shiplap | 1x4 Trim
* 1x8 Color options: Gray, Dark Brown, White

Rustic Collection | White

Rustic Collection | Gray

Install a feature wall or create your
own functional home accent like a
picture frame or shelf. UFP-Edge
Rustic Collection is perfect for
constructing projects that capture
the humble style of the modern
farmhouse. Sliding barn doors or
the clean lines of a shiplap-covered
ceiling are just a few classic elements
that are sure to remain timeless.

Rustic Collection | Dark Brown

Rustic Collection | White

Rustic Collection | White
Rustic Collection | Gray

Charred Wood | Natural

Timeless
Nickel Gap Shiplap
Add a modern farmhouse touch to your home’s
interior walls and ceiling with the sleek lines
of UFP-Edge Timeless nickel gap shiplap. The
lasting appeal of smooth shiplap provides the
perfect design element for rustic-chic and
modern styles. Timeless shiplap features an
1/8-inch nickel gap edge, which ensures a
consistent line for an authentic farmhouse look.
Timeless | Cavalry Blue

Farmhouse
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Midnight
Black

Primed
Available in 1x4, 1x6, 1x8 Shiplap | 1x4 Trim
Lengths up to 8 feet | Primed or prepainted

Timeless | Midnight Black

Timeless | Farmhouse White

And when it comes to finishing
your Timeless nickel gap shiplap,
we’ve got you covered. It’s available
in ready-to-finish primed white or
prepainted in farmhouse white,
cavalry blue or midnight black
PPG brand paint. If a bolder
appearance is what you desire,
mix and match colors or paint
to suit your personal style.

Timeless | Midnight Black

Timeless | Cavalry Blue

Timeless | Farmhouse White

Charred Wood
Beautifully burned charred wood brings
industrial modern and rustic chic to the
next level. You’ll welcome its warm look
and the conversations it inspires, all the
while appreciating its unique charm.

Charred Wood | Deep Sea

Charred Wood | Natural
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Charred Wood | Coastal

Sunrise

Lava
Available in 1x6 Shiplap | 1x6 Project Boards | 1x4 Trim

Weathered Wood
Accent Boards
Looking for a mix of rustic charm? These
wood accent board kits perfectly embody the
highly sought-after modern rustic farmhouse
look. You’ll instantly create a timeless rustic
wall that feels modern and fresh.

Charred Wood | Natural

Forget carved moldings or detailed
cabinet doors; instead, build your
own minimalist charred wood bar
or fireplace backdrop that highlights
the unique wood grain. Add a fun
splash of color to your wall, ceiling
and room with colorfully crafted
charred wood.

Weathered Wood | Mystic White

Weathered Wood | Mixed Colors

Available in four-foot-long, eight-piece kits

Charred Wood | Lava

Weathered Wood | Cape Cod Gray
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Color will vary from board to board and lot to lot due to natural characteristics of wood. It is recommended
you purchase your entire job, plus a minimum of 10% overage, to ensure most consistent color.
For more information on product and specifications, visit us at ufpEDGE.com
Show us your projects using #ufpEDGE
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